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Henry Owens Great War diary provides a vivid and complete narrative, seen from the

perspective of an army doctor, of what it was like to live and fight in the trenches of the

Western Front. Owens, a member of the original British expeditionary Force, the Old

Contemptibles, was among the first British soldiers to set foot in France. He spent the next four

years in the front line as a doctor and a diarist, an eyewitness to some of the most bitter and

violent struggles of the greatest conflict the world had ever seen. His writing, edited and with a

full introduction by John Hutton, gives us an inside view of the duties and experiences of a

doctor tending the fighting troops, and it paints a graphic portrait of the daily lives of the men

themselves. Henry Owens was born into a doctors family in Long Stratton, Norfolk in 1889.

When war was declared in 1914, he joined the Royal Army Medical Corps and was sent to

France with the British Expeditionary Force. He served as a front-line medical officer

throughout the conflict and he kept a diary and notes. After the war he used this material to

assemble this meticulous account of his experiences. After being demobilized in 1919 he

returned to civilian medical practice and married, but he died after a sudden illness in 1921,

aged just 31. After the death of his wife in 1980, the diary came into the possession of the

Imperial War Museum.

About the AuthorHenry Owens was born into a doctor’s family in Long Stratton, Norfolk in

1889. When war was declared in 1914 he joined the Royal Army Medical Corps and was sent

to France with the British Expeditionary Force.John Hutton is the Member of Parliament for

Barrow and Furness, and he is a former Secretary of State for Defence.His special interest in

the Great War, which was inspired by the men he met in his constituency who served in the

conflict, led to his first book with Pen and Sword "Kitchener's Men: The King's Own Royal

Lancasters on the Western Front 1915-1918". --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable

edition of this title.
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while I was completing some research in the reading room at the Imperial War Museum in

London, I stumbled across a remarkable document. It was the diary of a young British officer

who served in the Great War with the Royal Army Medical Corps. This was not just a collection

of fragmentary notes or observations. The diary spanned the entire duration of the conflict. It

had been meticulously prepared. When I began to read it I was immediately enthralled. It

provided a vivid and complete narrative, seen from the perspective of an army doctor, on what

it was like to live and fight in the trenches of the western front. Something else was also

immediately apparent – not only was the author a talented writer, he also had a keen eye as a

painter. The diary was full of beautiful drawings and sketches.This beguiling work was the

product of Henry Barton Owens. Henry – Harry to his friends and family – was born into the

comfortable security of middle-class English society in 1889. His father Charles was a country

doctor who had, since the 1870s, been part of a successful medical practice in Long Stratton,

Norfolk. Charles had joined the medical practice of Dr Barton (after whom Henry was named)

as a junior partner. On Dr Barton’s retirement, Charles took over the business and moved into

a large Victorian house at 24 The Street. This became the Owens family home as well as the

premises from which the practice was run. Charles had had an interesting early life. He was

born in about 1846 in Montreal, Canada, and had come across the Atlantic as a young man in

order to start his career as a doctor. He had trained initially in Dublin and, having qualified,

moved to Dover where he took up his first medical appointment in the early 1870s.Having

established himself in Dr Barton’s practice, Charles began to put down roots. He married

Marion Hooley in 1881. Marion was the daughter of the vicar of Tharston, a small village near

Long Stratton. The Owens household was a perfect example of professional Edwardian

country society. They enjoyed many of the trappings of a comfortable life, although Charles had

no family wealth behind him. He would have to earn a living for himself and his family and

money was, at first, tight. But the family gradually prospered. Charles became a local

magistrate. The Owens family took an active role in the affairs of the local hunt as well as in the



Church of England. They were pillars of their local community, connected socially and

professionally with all of the right people in south Norfolk society.Their first son, John Herbert

(Jack), had been born two years before Henry’s arrival. Besides Henry, Charles and Marion

also had another son and daughter together: Margaret Marion (known as Darcey) was born in

1891 and Charles Arthur (known as Pop) six years later. A life of comfort and privilege lay

ahead for the Owens family. For Henry and his generation, all of this was to change

dramatically on 4 August 1914, the day Britain declared war on Germany. On that day, their life

of quiet serenity and calm security came to a shattering end. Henry’s world, and that of his

entire generation, would be altered irrevocably. Moved by an explosion of powerful patriotic

emotion, both John and Henry would serve in the army medical services for the whole duration

of the war. They both became officers in the Royal Army Medical Corps (RAMC). John had

already signalled his interest in military matters well before war erupted that fateful August. He

had joined the RAMC Territorial Reserve in 1912, just after he left medical school in London.

John would serve initially in England in one of the newly mobilised general hospitals set up in

the UK to treat wounded personnel before going out to France himself in 1916. The youngest

of the three Owens brothers, Charles, known to his family as Arthur or Pop, took a different

path and served in the infantry. He was commissioned as a lieutenant in the 8th Battalion, the

Norfolk Regiment, joining his unit on the western front in April 1917. All of the Owen offspring

contributed to the war effort in one way or another. Margaret, like many other young women,

became a nurse and tended to the needs of the injured and wounded. Henry’s mother also

worked part time as a nurse caring for the wounded in hospitals in Norfolk.Fortunately, all three

Owens brothers would come through the war in one piece and would emerge physically

unscathed. This was no small achievement given the very high rate of casualties amongst

officers serving in the front lines.The Owens children were all very close and, for Henry at

least, the separation from his brothers and sister which was inevitably caused by active service

was keenly felt. They saw each other at home from time to time while on leave, although

Henry’s diary did not cover these periods away from the front. But it seems that the Owens

brothers’ paths rarely crossed in France. Henry met Arthur several times for either a brief

supper or a chat but there is no record of Jack and Henry ever meeting up while they were in

France.Henry went out to France almost immediately with the cavalry – allowing him to indulge

his love of horses and riding – in the middle of August 1914. He would be amongst the first

British soldiers to set foot in the European theatre of operations and, although neither a regular

nor reserve officer, was therefore part of the original British Expeditionary Force (BEF) – the

‘Old Contemptibles’, entitled to wear the famous Mons Star. Henry spent the whole of the next

four years on the western front: as a doctor and a diarist – an eye witness to some of the most

bitter and violent struggles of the greatest conflict the world had ever seen.Before war

wrenched the Owens family apart, the children had enjoyed a happy childhood. Life in the

country suited them well. John and Henry in particular became keen horsemen and hunters.

Henry had an artistic temperament. He loved music and had a passion for sketching and

painting – skills that would be evident in the diary he kept while he was on active service in

France.Like many other young boys at the time, the Boer War had left a powerful impression

on young Henry. He became fascinated by the tales of heroism and battle on the Veldt. His

drawings and sketches at this time reflected the reports of the campaign that filled the

newspapers.Like his older brother, Henry had begun his secondary education at a small

private school in Suffolk, St Mary’s in Beccles. During term time, Henry wrote home regularly to

his parents. His letters reveal a home-sick young boy, trying hard to please his parents with his

conscientious approach to school work. In 1905 Henry became a boarder at Epsom College in



Surrey, where over the next two years he would finish his school education. He was a capable

and diligent student. He did not stand out above the crowd, but he did well enough at science

to gain entry to the medical school of the London Hospital, where he enrolled as a new student

on 27 September 1907. He was just 18 years old.Henry took up lodgings at 193 Winchester

Road, Hale End. He would later move to Vincent Road in Higham’s Park. Having spent all of

his early years in the country, London was a big distraction to Henry and his initial studies

suffered as a result. His attendance at lectures was poor. He only managed to attend two out of

a total of thirty-six lectures on physiology and a paltry five out of thirty-nine lectures on

anatomy. But he managed to complete all the academic stages of his studies without the need

to resit any of the examinations. His clinical work in particular was highly regarded by his

tutors, with the exception of post-mortems, where his efforts were judged to be ‘indifferent’.

Fortunately, these skills would not be required during his time in the RAMC. John obtained his

medical qualifications in 1911 and Henry in 1913. The world was at their feet. Both could have

looked forward to either joining their father in his practice in Norfolk, or setting out on their own

independent paths.Henry’s first love was Constance Francis who, along with her family, lived at

the Manor House at Long Stratton. Her father was a retired army officer. One of Henry’s

greatest pre-war friends was Constance’s brother Basil. Basil was six years younger than

Henry. They hunted and rode together. Basil joined the 2nd Battalion, The Highland Light

Infantry as a lieutenant shortly after war was declared. He was killed in action with his regiment

in France in February 1915. Henry wanted to marry Constance and proposed to her. She

turned him down. Fortunately, Henry would find love elsewhere. In 1920, Henry married

Winifred Mandeville. Winifred came from an aristocratic family with estates in Tipperary, in

Ireland. Before the war, Winifred and her brothers and sisters had lived at Anner Castle with

their father, Henry Mandeville, who had been an officer in the Royal Navy. They were almost

certainly introduced to each other at some point towards the end of the war or shortly

afterwards, while Winifred was on holiday in East Anglia, where she had some family friends.

Like Henry, Winifred liked to ride and paint. Their friendship turned into a romance. They

became an extremely close and devoted couple.His studies at the London Hospital were

successfully completed in October 1913. Henry became a Member of the Royal College of

Surgeons of England and a licentiate of the Royal College of Physicians of London. He began

his medical career as an assistant house surgeon at the Poplar Hospital in London’s east end.

The Poplar Hospital for Accidents was a good place for Henry to begin his professional life. In

fact many of the newly qualified doctors from the London Hospital would take the first steps of

their careers there. It had been opened in the 1850s by the East India Dock Company as a

medical centre for its employees in the London docks. It had gradually expanded in the later

decades on the nineteenth century and by the time Henry joined the medical staff, it had

become a well-established general hospital treating large numbers of patients. The Poplar

Hospital was a far cry from Long Stratton. By and large, Henry’s patients were poor working-

class people from some of London’s roughest neighbourhoods. It would be a tough baptism of

fire for the newly qualified doctor from rural Norfolk. But there was a lot of experience to be

gained there as the hospital undertook a broad range of medical and surgical activities. In 1914

over 64,000 people were treated as outpatients and in the casualty ward. Over 1,500 patients

were admitted to the 103 beds in the hospital. It would have provided an excellent grounding

for Henry’s future career.One of Henry’s best friends and colleagues at the time was another

young doctor, Edward Phillips. Edward had qualified from the London Hospital at the same

time as Henry and, like him, was also working at the Poplar Hospital. In the first few days of

August 1914, as war became ever more likely, it was Edward who first made contact with the



War Office to offer his and Henry’s service to the RAMC. Edward’s offer would be speedily

accepted as the RAMC would rely heavily on those working in the civil hospitals to make up

the large numbers of doctors, nurses and other specialist staff needed to support the army

during wartime.Britain’s war mobilisation arrangements had been meticulously prepared and,

when the moment came for them to be put into effect, things proceeded pretty well according

to plan. It was a Herculean effort. The reservists were immediately telegrammed and given

instructions to join their units as both the infantry and navy were rapidly brought up to wartime

strength. Horses, equipment and vehicles were commandeered in huge numbers. Boats and

trains were organised to move the various units from place to place according to a strict railway

timetable. The signs of war were everywhere. The fear of invasion was real. Bridges, ports and

railway lines were guarded by soldiers. Britain moved from peacetime to wartime conditions

very rapidly. The medical mobilisation effort was also on a similar colossal scale. The corps

that Henry joined was on the verge of an unprecedented expansion.Britain entered the Great

War with a clear strategy for meeting the extensive medical needs of an army deployed on

expeditionary warfare in Europe. By August 1914 the RAMC had become a thoroughly

professional medical service organised along efficient and effective lines. This had not always

been the case. In previous campaigns, medical arrangements had been haphazard at best.

The pre-war improvements to the RAMC were largely the product of failures in the provision of

medical care to the troops fighting the South African War of 1899 – 1902. The war had

exposed severe shortcomings in the organisation of the army’s medical services. At the

outbreak of the South African War, the army medical service was short of personnel, with

barely enough even for peacetime requirements; it had no organisation in place to allow for

expansion in times of emergency and failed to educate soldiers in even the basic elements of

hygiene. It provided a rudimentary service at best, and during the campaign high levels of

entirely avoidable casualties were sustained. These fundamental failures resulted in five times

more soldiers dying from disease than from enemy bullets.The army learned from this failure.

In the aftermath of post-war royal commissions and War Office reports, the RAMC had gone

through a major period of restructuring in the years leading up to the outbreak of war in August

1914. At the time of the Boer War, each brigade had its own medical teams, divided up into

separate units, all under the command of different officers. The brigade units were comprised

of a bearer company, who would gather and collect up the wounded soldiers from the

battlefield, together with a field hospital designed to take up to 100 patients. Behind the front

line, additional stationary and general hospitals would be set up to provide more permanent

treatment. The fragmentation in command was a recipe for confusion, and so it proved.In 1901,

a War Office committee under Colonel Heath recommended that the bearer companies and

the field hospitals should be joined together into one unit and in 1905 this was put into effect.

The new unit was given the title of field ambulance. It also ceased to be a brigade unit. At the

outbreak of war, three field ambulances were attached to each division. Others would be

organised to provide support to the various lines of communication troops and other

headquarters. A lighter, more mobile field ambulance was, however, specially organised for

each cavalry brigade, again combining the previously separate bearer companies with field

hospitals. Each field ambulance consisted of ten ambulance wagons. In the case of the cavalry

field ambulances, the units in which Henry would initially serve, four of these horse-drawn

vehicles were light ambulance wagons, which could take either two patients on stretchers or

six sitting up, and six were heavy ambulance wagons for four lying or twelve sitting. The cavalry

field ambulance would therefore be capable of accommodating 100 sick or wounded patients

at a time. At the outbreak of war, all of these wagons were horse drawn. Motor ambulances



were in extremely short supply, although their numbers began to rapidly increase as the

inadequacies of horse-drawn vehicles became almost instantly apparent. Wounded men had to

endure unnecessarily long and agonising journeys, adding considerably to their misery and

suffering. A field ambulance was divided into three sections, a cavalry field ambulance into two.

A cavalry field ambulance would have a complement of six medical officers and a staff of just

under 120 other ranks. A field ambulance would have ten medical officers and a staff of over

200.In addition to the field ambulances, each infantry battalion, cavalry regiment and artillery

brigade had a medical officer attached to it and men from each of these units would also be

designated as stretcher bearers. These medical officers and stretcher bearers would serve in

the most forward areas of the front and would be frequently under direct fire from artillery,

machine guns and rifles. Henry would also serve for a large part of the war as one of these

regimental medical officers. This was medicine at the sharp end of things. Frequently under fire

himself, Henry would have to face the same hardships and rigours as any other soldier in the

firing line. He came close to death or serious injury on many occasions. In fact, Henry served in

just about every medical role during the war. Serving in both the field ambulances and as a

battalion and regimental medical officer, as well as in the base hospitals, gave Henry a unique

vantage point from which to describe the reality of what it was like both to fight on the western

front and care for the wounded and dying.Together with the field ambulances, the battalion

medical officers made up the totality of front-line medical organisation. Behind them, in the

lines of communication, a network of stationary and general hospitals and convalescent depots

would be established to provide more long-term care and treatment, pending the transfer of

patients back to the UK. In the UK, the newly formed Territorial units of the RAMC would have

the responsibility of staffing and operating the twenty-three general hospitals which were

eventually planned, each with over 500 beds, forming part of this extensive network of care. As

soon as war was declared, the capacity of these hospitals was greatly increased by

appropriating additional buildings, often schools and poor law premises. Over the next three

years the capacity in these hospitals would increase fourfold. The Territorial Army hospitals

would work within a much wider network of civil hospitals, many run by the British Red Cross

and the St John’s Ambulance Brigade, to provide the permanent care and treatment of the

wounded.The work of re-organising the army’s medical services did not rest here. The Russo-

Japanese war had thrown an additional spotlight on the need for the army’s medical services to

be able to handle much larger numbers of casualties than had previously been anticipated. In

particular, the prospect of full-scale conflict with another European army led to a fear that the

resources of the field ambulances would very quickly become overwhelmed. To deal with this

possibility, a new intermediate unit was created, to sit between the field ambulances and the

larger hospitals behind them – the casualty clearing hospital. Like the field ambulances, this

unit would also be mobile (although less so than the field ambulances, given the amount of

extra equipment it carried) and be able to handle at least 200 casualties. It would prove to be

an absolutely crucial innovation. The casualty clearing hospitals would be renamed casualty

clearing stations (CCS) during the early part of the war and their role was gradually expanded

to allow more surgical work to be undertaken. The size of the stationary and general hospitals

was also doubled to match the size of the casualty clearing hospitals. Despite all of this careful

work prior to 1914, the scale and intensity of the fighting on the western front meant that even

this expansion in capacity and capability would prove insufficient. At the beginning of the war,

there were about 7,000 beds in military hospitals in the UK. By the time the Armistice was

signed in November 1918, this had risen to over 364,000.Medical and surgical supplies are to

the army’s medical services what ammunition is to the fighting troops. Meeting the wartime



requirements in this area would also be a huge undertaking. On the outbreak of war,

contractors were put on alert to meet very large demands for medical and surgical stores.

Special arrangements were made for the supply of vaccines and sera for the prevention of

disease, including enormous quantities of anti-typhoid vaccine, tetanus anti-toxin, and anti-

sepsis and cholera vaccines. Lists of requirements for the next twelve months were drawn up

and emergency laws passed to prohibit the export of required drugs and surgical dressings.

The scale of this build-up can be appreciated by comparing the amounts expended in the

months preceding the war with those in later years. In the three years before August 1914, the

average annual expenditure on medical stores was £28,500. In the financial year 1914 – 15,

this sum had increased to £475,962. By 1918 this would rise to over £3 million. This

represented an enormous exercise in logistics and procurement. The Home Front had become

a vital part of Britain’s war effort.Finally, the RAMC put in hand a major effort to improve

sanitation and hygiene, in order to prevent the kind of raging outbreaks of enteric fever and

other diseases which had so debilitated the campaign in South Africa. Special sanitation

sections were established, for example, to ensure the supply of pure water. The use of anti-

typhoid inoculation amongst soldiers became widespread after August 1914, although the

Army Council had, in 1912, declined to accept a recommendation that would have made its

use compulsory at that point. These arrangements would also prove to be highly efficient and

successful in preventing the spread of disease that had always accompanied previous

expeditionary campaigns.By 1914, therefore, a huge amount of additional planning had gone

into preparing the RAMC for a large-scale conflict. Under Lord Haldane’s reforms at the War

Office, begun several years earlier, the army had been organised to fight as an expeditionary

force of six divisions of infantry – each division having four brigades of artillery and a variety of

engineers and divisional troops – and a cavalry division. This alone required the provision of a

vast array of medical equipment and personnel. Medical personnel were needed for: twenty-

one units of cavalry, seventy-two infantry battalions, and seventy-two units of divisional troops

such as artillery, engineers and signallers, together with their divisional headquarters; a

general headquarters and the headquarters of II Army Corps; twenty-four units of army troops;

and four squadrons of the newly established Royal Flying Corps. Medical staff were also

required for the five cavalry field ambulances and twenty field ambulances for the infantry, six

casualty clearing hospitals, twelve stationary hospitals, twelve general hospitals, one

convalescent depot, six ambulance trains to move injured personnel between the various

hospitals, and three hospital ships.In total, this required about 800 medical officers, fifty-six

medical quartermasters and 9,000 other ranks, together with about 500 specialist nurses. The

rapid growth in the size of the army during the war resulted in a similar expansion in the size of

the RAMC. By the end of the war there were over 144,000 men serving in the RAMC,

compared to just fewer than 10,000 in August 1914. The eventual scale of the military medical

services during the war can only be described as remarkable. During the next four years of

fighting, a total of 235 field and cavalry ambulances were mobilised, along with seventy-eight

casualty clearing stations, forty-eight motor ambulance convoys, sixty-three ambulance trains,

thirty-eight mobile bacteriological and hygiene laboratories, fifteen mobile X-ray units, 126

sanitary sections, forty-one stationary hospitals, and eighty general hospitals.At the time

hostilities began, the actual number of officers, nurses and men on the active list of the RAMC

was always likely to be well below the numbers required to staff all of these units. In fact, only

just over 406 RAMC medical officers were available to join the BEF when war was declared on

4 August 1914. Even relying on the available reserves, the RAMC needed several hundred

more doctors in order to make up the full strength of the required medical complement. As a



result, plans for a major European war had always involved recruiting a large number of

doctors and nurses from the civil hospitals. Step forward Henry Barton Owens.However,

despite all of these enormous advances, the RAMC enjoyed a mixed reputation with the rest of

the medical profession. Ernest Jones, a future psychoanalyst of great renown, and who in the

immediate pre-war period had coached army doctors for their examinations, thought they were

a ‘jolly lot, recruited from that part of the medical profession who put adventure or an easy life

before interests in their scientific activities’. The famous RAMC motto of ‘NBR’ – No Bloody

Research – only served to reinforce this prejudice. The truth was altogether more complicated.

The RAMC did possess some pockets of excellence. The Indian Medical Service had, for

example, pioneered advances in tropical medicine. And for some doctors, especially those from

more modest backgrounds, the RAMC offered a way to develop a career without waiting for

whatever crumbs might come their way from the more well-established consultants, where

social rather than medical connections were often more important.On the day before war was

declared, Henry was at home with his family at Long Stratton. He had spent what was a

beautiful, warm last day of peace at a horse show at Harleston, a few miles from Long Stratton

on the Suffolk border, riding a friend’s horse. He later rode home, full of foreboding about what

lay ahead. With war imminent, he had received a telegram that day from Edward Phillips in

London telling him that he had wired both their names to the War Office, offering their services

as doctors in the RAMC. Advertisements had already begun appearing in the national

newspapers asking for medical volunteers. Up to that point in their lives, neither Edward nor

Henry had shown any overt interest in military matters. Neither had offered to join the Territorial

Reserve, even though all the medical schools were regularly visited by RAMC recruiting staff in

the years leading up to war. Final-year students in particular were all being encouraged to join

up as reserves. When war was declared, however, along with hundreds of thousands of others

caught up in those extraordinary times, Henry did not hesitate. Now that war was almost upon

him, he was clear about what he should do. The next day he caught the early train down to

London and went over to the Poplar Hospital, where he met up with Phillips. Together they

went straight to the War Office in Whitehall to offer their services and they were immediately

signed up. Henry Owens became a lieutenant in the RAMC. His contract with the War Office

was for twelve months’ service or until their services were no longer required. Henry would be

paid twenty-four shillings a day; he was given an outfit allowance of £30 and would be entitled

to a gratuity of £60 on termination. In the next few days he would be sent over to Ireland to join

the 3rd Cavalry Field Ambulance which was mobilising at the Curragh. Shortly after that, he

would be in France. In less than two weeks, Henry would complete the transition from being a

civilian to becoming a soldier at war. Through his diary we are fortunate to have a complete

picture of this remarkable transformation in Henry’s life.Henry was demobilised in January

1919 and returned to the UK. Jack went into practice with his father. He would spend the rest of

his long life at 24 The Street. Pop struggled to find any semblance of a career path. For him,

the war had completely interrupted his education and he would drift from one business venture

to another. Henry spent some time in Norfolk, indulging his love of field sports before he

married Winifred in Tipperary in the summer of 1920 and settled down to a new life in

Paulesbury, near Towcester in Northamptonshire. Henry had joined the local medical practice

as a GP in October 1920. Their married life together would be painfully short. Henry died

tragically from acute septicaemia. He was ill for only a few days before he died suddenly on 15

January 1921, aged only 31. The cause of this illness is unclear. It may have been connected

with his exposure to poisonous gas towards the end of the war. A brief obituary appeared in the

British Medical Journal a few weeks after Henry’s death. It contained an intriguing but



unattributed comment from someone who had served with Henry in the trenches, which

contained more than a hint of troubled relationships between Henry and his senior officers in

the RAMC: ‘Many a time have I been cheered by his company and courage in France, where

his gallantry and devotion to duty were so inadequately rewarded, though fully appreciated by

his real friends.’ Henry’s diary contains no suggestion of any such problems and no trace of

any bitterness towards any superior officer. Judged by his diary entries, it is reasonable to draw

the conclusion that Henry was in fact quite indifferent to questions of rank or recognition. For

example, his diary makes no reference at all to his promotion to captain in the spring of 1915

or to the two occasions he was mentioned in despatches.Henry was buried in the churchyard

at Long Stratton and today his grave lies with those of other members of his family. Henry and

Winifred had no children together. Winifred never remarried and found it difficult even to talk of

her life with Henry. Deeply traumatised by her husband’s death, she went back to Tipperary

and lived at Suir Lodge on the Anner Castle estate for most of the rest of her life. Fortunately

the diary survived the fire that destroyed her home in the 1970s. Almost every other record of

Henry and Winifred’s life and times together was lost in the flames.When Winifred Owens died

in 1980, the diary came into the possession of the Imperial War Museum, where it has laid

largely undisturbed ever since. The diary was almost certainly assembled by Henry soon after

the war ended, using contemporaneous notes written during his years of active service. It is a

meticulous account of Henry’s life over those four momentous years. Over the course of that

time, Henry would be involved in virtually all of the great battles of the war, caring for the

wounded soldiers of all three armies – French, British as well as German. On occasions he

would also treat injured civilians. He would, quite literally, be in the thick of things. His

descriptions of the fighting on the Aisne and at Ypres in 1914, the diary entry for the first day of

the Battle of the Somme, his account of the fighting at Messines and Ypres and the final

advance to victory provide a moving and poignant portrait of what it was like to live and die in

the mud and squalor of the trenches. The diary also recounts the other side of military life on

active service – the quieter days when he was free to ride the French countryside with his

fellow officers and enjoy the close friendships that developed with those he worked

with.Despite his own modesty and understatement, the diary leaves no doubt whatsoever that

Henry Owens was a brave and committed officer who never hesitated to put himself in harm’s

way in order to care for those who needed his help the most – friend or foe alike. As the diary

makes clear, like many doctors working as a battalion medical officer, Henry frequently came

under fire during his service in the trenches. The random violence of life in the front line was

indiscriminate. There was no respect or immunity granted to those whose only mission was to

save life and tend to the wounded. Shell fragments and bullets whistled over his head, grazed

his body and killed his friends and colleagues. Perhaps it was not surprising in these

circumstances that Henry wanted to fight back. At times he became a combatant himself – a

largely ineffective one – contrary to the provisions of the Geneva Convention. But he led a

charmed life and, unlike many in the RAMC, he somehow managed to escape any serious

injury.As the diary progresses we are able to see the change in his character and personality.

His love of country pursuits remained absolutely unshakable and provided him with an outlet

by which he was able to escape occasionally the horrors of war. But he could never truly

escape. The reality of death and destruction was all around him and it was his job to deal with

its human effects. The true horror of the sights and sounds he must have witnessed can only

be imagined. His relaxed, matter-of-fact style disguised many truly horrific scenes of death and

destruction.The diary therefore provides us today with a valuable insight into what it was like to

be a doctor tending to the needs of Britain’s fighting troops in France and Belgium during the



Great War. It also paints a vivid portrait of daily life for the soldiers themselves. We can never

repay the debt of gratitude owed to this brave and heroic generation of Britons, who endured

so much pain and suffering in conditions we can barely imagine today, for a cause they

believed to be right and honourable. And whatever view we might take now of the conflict itself,

many would argue with considerable justification that the years 1914 – 1918 were perhaps the

most defining years of the twentieth century. This diary gives us another perspective on those

extraordinary years.The very least this generation of Britons owe those who fought in those

titanic struggles is not to forget their service and sacrifice on behalf of others. Henry’s diary can

help us do this.Chapter 1Baptism of FireAugust – December 1914The first units of the British

Expeditionary Force (BEF) began their deployments to France on 9 August, five days after the

declaration of war. These were the so-called ‘line of communication’ troops who had

responsibility for the railways, the supply and signalling services and other administrative

headquarters. The field army – the fighting troops – consisting initially of four infantry divisions,

split into two corps, and the cavalry division (along with the 5th Cavalry Brigade), did not begin

to embark for France until 14 August. On that day, Field Marshal Sir John French, the

commander of the BEF, landed in France, where he proceeded to Amiens to set up his first

operational headquarters. The ports of Le Havre, Boulogne and Rouen were all used to

disembark British forces. Le Havre was the principal port. The two remaining infantry divisions

of the army in the UK – the 4th and 6th divisions – would be sent out to France within a few

weeks, once the threat of invasion had passed.The first units of the RAMC to leave for France

were the sanitary sections and the stationary hospitals. No. 1 Sanitary Section arrived at Havre

on 14 August. No. 2 Stationary Hospital arrived the same day at Boulogne. The first of the field

ambulances arrived on the 16th. The medical services along the lines of communication were

quickly established. The hospitals for all six regular infantry divisions stationed in the UK in

August 1914 were all sent to France. The medical units which were directly supporting the field

army took longer to move up and get into position. None of the cavalry field ambulances would

reach the area of concentration before 19 August – the time when the BEF would begin its

move forward to push into Belgium. Only one of the field ambulances in each infantry division

was in a position to move with the infantry when they started to move forward to engage the

enemy.The plans that had been so carefully drawn up in peacetime came under immediate

strain as soon as the army began to deploy in wartime conditions. The problem was one of

logistics. The French railway system was under enormous pressure and the fighting troops had

priority over everything else. The roads were equally heavily congested. The sanitary sections

were also late in getting forward, with the result that the camp sites presented something of a

health hazard to the troops. In short, the troops would have insufficient medical resources with

them as they went into battle for the first time in the campaign.As soon as the field army

arrived in France, it began to move up to its predesignated concentration area, which was

close to the Belgian border along the River Sambre from Maubeuge to the neighbourhood of

Wassigny. The cavalry division concentrated at Jeumont, Damousies, Cousolre, Wattignies and

Hautmont. The II Corps concentrated to the south west of the cavalry, around the Forêt de

Mormal. The I Corps was gathering further to the south. Staff plans drawn up in the pre-war

period envisaged the BEF operating on the left flank of the French armies. Once hostilities had

started, the strategy was for the British and French forces to meet and engage the German

Army, which was expected to advance through neutral Belgium. The Germans were attempting

to encircle the Allied forces by executing a giant wheeling movement at a point of perceived

weakness in the Allied defences. The purpose of this manoeuvre was simple – to seize the

channel ports and capture Paris, outflank the Allied armies and bring the fighting in the west to



a rapid conclusion within weeks. Once victory in the west had been achieved, sufficient

resources could then be transferred to engaging France’s ally, Russia, and her enormous army

on the eastern front.The Belgian army offered heroic but largely ineffective resistance to the

Germans. They were chronically under-equipped to fight a modern war and were hopelessly

outgunned and outnumbered. Very quickly, the Germans fought their way to the French border

areas. The British Army began its advance into Belgium on 21 August. The first contact with

the German invaders took place the following day, when a squadron of the 4th Dragoon

Guards (with whom Henry would serve as a regimental medical officer) opened fire on a patrol

of German cavalry just to the north of Mons, a quiet industrial town near the French border.

The next day the British and German armies would come into direct and substantial contact

with each other for the first time. The patriotic euphoria which marked the outbreak of the war

would now collide with the grim reality of modern industrial warfare. The BEF had taken up

position along the banks of the Mons – Conde canal – a poor defensive position with only

limited fields of fire due to the heavily industrialised nature of the area. The British position also

included an exposed salient looping round the town itself, making defence more difficult as its

defenders would come under fire from three sides.There was one other problem for the British

at Mons. They would have to defend a total of sixteen bridges across the canal if they were to

stop the enemy’s advance. This would spread the resources of the defenders very thinly. By the

time the BEF arrived at Mons they were already feeling the effects of several days’ marching in

hot conditions on the rough pavé roads. Many of the reservists had fallen out along the way

and had to be brought along in ambulance wagons. The prospects for a successful defence did

not look encouraging.Late on the evening of 22 August, the cavalry division, together with its

field ambulances, was moved to take up a position on the left flank of the British line. Henry

Owens and the 3rd Cavalry Field Ambulance followed the mounted troops to their new station.

No one in Henry’s unit had any idea of what was about to happen.By the time serious fighting

began on 23 August, the army’s medical services at the front line were very thin on the ground.

Many of the wounded would simply be left on the battlefield. Henry and his colleagues in the

cavalry field ambulances were able to do very little to help. They had virtually no equipment to

hand. Most of the hospital beds which were available near to the fighting came courtesy of

either the French municipal authorities or convents and monasteries. It would prove to be a

veritable baptism of fire for Henry and the cavalry field ambulance to which he was attached.All

of this lay in the future. In early August, Henry was spending the last few days of peace with his

family and friends in Norfolk.3rd August. War expected at any moment. Got a wire from Phillips

saying civil surgeons were wanted for the RAMC and he had wired my name to the War Office;

advised me to go and see them at the War Office as soon as possible. Beautiful day – motored

over to the horse show at Harleston and rode Phyllis’s mare ‘Colleen’ in the riding class.

[Phyllis was Constance’s younger sister.] A beautiful evening. Hacked back on ‘Colleen’. Basil

[Francis] rode up to Norwich on his motor cycle for news.4th August. Caught the 7 o’clock train

to London. Went to the hospital and found Phillips, then went to the War Office and signed on

as a civil surgeon. Lunched at the Grand Hotel Grill. Went by evening train to Blaby

(Leicestershire) to do a locum for Dr Couper.5th August. Did some work in the morning. After

tea a wire came from the War Office telling me to report there immediately. Dr Couper had not

yet gone and said he would get another locum if he could, but ‘war is war’. He kindly motored

me into Leicester. Caught the last train and taxied to War Office. See Colonel Burtchaell1 who

told me to come back tomorrow at 10.30am.6th August. Reported to the War Office at 10.30.

Did not have to wait long. Saw Colonel Burtchaell and Major Blackwell2 and was posted to the

3rd Cavalry Field Ambulance (which was mobilising at The Curragh in Ireland) with temporary



commission as Lieutenant. I told them I wanted to see something of the war, if possible as

soon as possible and wanted some job with a horse to ride in it.Caught train at Euston in the

evening. Got the boat at Holyhead. Great rumour about that there had been a great naval battle

and that a lot of our best ships had been sunk and Admiral Jellicoe had gone down but the

German Navy had been annihilated.7th August. Smooth crossing – nice morning. Got a bath in

Dublin and spent the morning ordering uniform etc. Dublin was full of officers trying to buy kit.

Frightfully hard to get anything and things very expensive. Beautiful afternoon … strolled in

Phoenix Park.8th August. My orders were to mobilise with the 3rd Cavalry Field Ambulance on

the 8th at The Curragh. Went down by train in the morning and arrived at The Curragh about

12. Found my lot getting harness etc into order – Major [W A] Irwin, Captain Lathbury (RAMC),

T O Graham (Togo) and J H Ward (Special Reserve). Our CO had not yet arrived. Very wet

afternoon. My commission dates from today.10th August. Went into Dublin. Beautiful day. Tried

on uniform and brought a lot of kit of various sorts.11th August. Rode over the camp to the

training gallop. A lot of nice horses out. Have got a nice horse, a long tailed bay – well bred,

nice mouth and manners and nice paces – 4 years old.12th August. Rode to Curragh with the

Major. 2000 remount horses there. Picked out 4 for the ambulance (light section).13th August.

Beautiful day again. Rode out on the Curragh and watched the training and race horses.

Topping place and topping sporting country.14th August. Very hot. Our CO arrived. Major J

West. Dickens of a thunder storm all afternoon and evening. Deluges of rain. Messing with a

few other stray officers in the Golf Clubhouse. Inoculated for typhoid yesterday and feel rather

uncomfortable.15th August. The whole ambulance paraded and marched out about 6am. Nice

fine morning after the rain. Entrained at about 9 and arrived at Queenstown about 5pm. Rather

a bad headache as the result of the inoculation. Got tea at Queenstown which cured it. Had

dinner there with Major Irwin and his wife who had come down to meet him. Got on board the

SS Olive, a cow boat, rather small and stank a bit, but we each had a cabin to ourselves.

Queenstown harbour in the twilight looked very pretty. By this time all our transport and 80 odd

horses were on board and we sailed about 10pm. Slept well. Destination unknown.16th August.

Beautiful day. Sea smooth. Passed Land’s End. Captain Guiness (our padre) took service on

deck. In the evening saw 5 warships and saw a destroyer hold up a sailing ship. After dark, saw

the lights of (what we supposed was) the French coast.The padre, who rather fancied himself

as a signaller, began practising Morse Code with a flashlight on deck with the result that we

were held up by a destroyer. She came up close, within shouting distance and turned her

search lights on to us, but allowed us to go on. Lathbury very fed up.17th August. Up early and

found ourselves entering a large port. Arrived at the quay-side and saw soldiers in blue coats

and red trousers. Found it was Havre. Got our horse and wagons off without any damage.

Several big transports full of troops coming in. Marched through the town, people all cheering,

into rest camp just above the town. Lathbury still fed up. Says the men are all ‘know alls’ and

can’t stand them. No letters from home. No news from the front. Guiness running [the mess] in

great style. Still beautiful weather. Have got all my kit bar a pair of field service boots which I

have paid for and which have been sent off and a pair of field glasses. Got a very nice Woolsey

valise.18th August. Havre full of our soldiers. Went into the town with Guiness in the morning.

The 12th Lancers close by us.19th August. Orders to entrain this evening. Left Le Havre at 9pm

in very comfortable train via Rouen and Amiens. Slept off and on during the night.20th August.

Rouen 1am, Amiens 7am. St Quentin 10am. Busigny 11am. A good many troops here. The

cavalry division have all gone on. No news from the front. Disentrained at Maubeuge, about 5

miles from the Belgian frontier … at about 2pm. Two or three aeroplanes were sailing around

overhead.Marched around 12 miles through a nice country … rather like Hampshire. Passed



French troops in red trousers preparing fortifications – elaborate trenches and breastworks –

trees cut away in front to give a field of fire.Arrived at Cousolre about 5.30pm and parked the

wagons in the square. Several officers of the 16th Lancers were sitting on the bridge smoking

and talking when we arrived.(I always remember that still August evening – the march through

the quiet peaceful country, the dusty roads, the village in the cool of the evening, the

excitement of an entirely new experience and the feeling of great events impending.)21st

August. Reveille at 5am. 3rd Cavalry Brigade, (16th Lancers, 4th Hussars, and 5th Lancers)

under General Gough here. The rest of the division close by. Town full of cavalrymen. Was up

at 4.45am. Washed all over. Had a beautiful big bowl of café au lait with Ward. Got the

ambulance underway with some trouble and marched to a cross roads one and a half miles

east of Colleret. Arrived 7.30am. Soft misty morning. There was an estaminet here called ‘aux

Quartre Bras’ – the spot promptly noted down in the Major’s diary as the scene of the great

victory over Napoleon.Two brigades of cavalry passed us here – the 2nd and 4th. Saw Frank

Crossley (MO of the 9th Hussars) quite fit and well and very bucked up. Moved off after the

cavalry at 9.30am.Germans reported about 10 miles away on our right flank. Here I was sent

with a light ambulance round by a different route where our Brigade had gone to pick up any

casualties. Went by Marapent, Vieux Reny and Villers Sur Nicole. Passed some of the 4th

Brigade. Arrived at Givry at 4.30pm. Rest of the ambulance apparently not arrived. Germans

reported within 8 miles. General French just been through the town. At 8.45pm found the 3rd

Cavalry Field Ambulance just outside Givry. Firing heard ahead. The people at Jeumont when

we passed through were awfully hospitable; simply showered everybody with drinks, cigars,

tobacco, buns, fruit, bottles of wine etc. All cheering and very excited. Bivouacked in a grass

field. Orders to move at 4.30am.22nd August. Up at 3am. Did not get any orders to move.

About 8.30 had breakfast. Sun began to get hot. Heard artillery gunfire during the morning.

During the morning moved into Givry where we had a long stop. Three German prisoners

taken, two of them slightly wounded, in one of our ambulances. Great excitement amongst the

civilians. Three o’clock still waiting for orders at Givry. One of our light ambulances went out to

pick up someone at Bray could not get there – was turned back by a staff officer. Germans at

Bray about 4 miles off and a village near Bray burning. An officer of the Scots Greys brought in

(Lord Leven) with bullet wound in the thigh with fractured femur. Major West took him into a

convent or monastery and put his leg up but had to leave him there as we at last got orders to

move.Most of our cavalry reported engaged. Moved off about 6pm and marched about 25

miles to Quievrain, very dark and pave slippery roads. Arrived there about 1am.23rd August.

As the church bells tolled early on this Sunday morning the battle at Mons began when British

outposts came into contact with German cavalry patrols. Heavy artillery fire on the salient

began just after 9am and was followed by attacks from massed ranks of German infantry. The

fighting quickly escalated along the whole line held by II Corps. 5th Division was attacked by

two and a half German divisions and the 3rd Division by over three divisions. For several hours

the British troops put up a heroic resistance but they were gradually overwhelmed by the sheer

force of numbers, as well as by superior German firepower.None of the four cavalry field

ambulances at Quievrain were opened for work during the battle. Only two field ambulances

were available to support the whole of II Corps at Mons. II Corps sustained 1,600 casualties.

Late in the evening of 23 August, with the Germans in control of the canal crossings, and with

the BEF in danger of being encircled and overwhelmed by much larger German forces, Sir

John French sensibly ordered the BEF to pull back. French’s plan was to bring about a closer

alignment with the French Army on his flanks, which was also retiring, and the taking up of

better defensive positions. Retreat was in fact the only course of action open to him. The



retirement would last a fortnight and take the British Army back nearly 170 miles, almost to the

gates of Paris itself.Billeted with officers of the 1st Cavalry Field Ambulance. Great supper, bed

about 3.30am. Some of us had beds. Slept like a top until about 9am. Breakfast at 11am. Had a

bath. Slept soundly from about 1.30 till 5pm. Firing hard close by all the afternoon. Aeroplanes

manoeuvring about. Sent a postcard home.9pm, suddenly got orders to move off. Today, two

light ambulances from each field ambulance detailed to march with its brigade. Arrived at

Baisieux about midnight, tied the horses to the wagons and lay down in the street and tried to

sleep. A lot of transport and ammunition columns passing.24th August. Got up as soon as it

was light and walked about. Two or three regiments of cavalry, some Lancers, came into a field

close by and began cutting the wire fences in their line of retreat. Heavy firing close by on our

left. Moved off about 7am rather in a hurry. Marched about 8 miles to Jenlain, arrived about

10am. Guns going hard all the time. Sat in a cornfield and watched shrapnel bursting in the

distance, also cavalry etc. Moved on about 4.30pm. Our troops gradually retiring and fighting a

good rear guard action. Few casualties on our side. [On 24 August, II Corps lost another 2,000

men.] Passed a batch of slightly wounded Tommies. Scores of poor people, women and

children clearing off down the road – mostly walking. Germans burning everything behind them

and said to be shooting women and children. Bivouacked for the night in a meadow at four

crossroads 2 miles south of Jenlain.Some 9th Lancers passed … said they were badly cut up.

Charged and got mixed up with wire. Were looking for their regiment. Turned in about

10pm.25th August. [1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th cavalry field ambulances form one column and begin

their retirement.] Up at 3am. Beautiful sky. Moved off about 6am to Vertain into France. Road

crowded with refugees all the way, all walking with a bundle or two of belongings – pathetic

sight. Arrived at Vertain about 11am. Gun fire going on. French infantry passed, retreating.

Germans pressing on fast. German aeroplane passed over. Everybody blazed at it with rifles.

Firing in the direction of Valenciennes louder.Marched on to Solesmes. Stopped in Solesmes

several hours waiting. Heavy thunderstorm and rain. Saw [Lieutenant] R A Preston [a colleague

of Henry’s at the London Hospital serving with the 19th Field Ambulance, one of only two field

ambulances supporting II Corps] trudging along on foot with another officer; was looking for his

field ambulance. Several infantry regiments came through – Argyle and Sutherland

Highlanders, Manchesters etc. Moved off from Solesmes about 5pm in a deuce of a crush of

transport, guns and ammunition columns.Saw shrapnel bursting behind Solesmes. Passed

through lines of our infantry [almost certainly the newly arrived 4th Division] lying in readiness

in shallow scraped trenches both sides of the road. None had packs and greatcoats. Some had

ground sheets. Some of our guns on hills to the right firing. Kept going on. Road frightfully

crowded. Major Langstaff commanding 1st Cavalry Field Ambulance was behind me. Some

guns cut into our column. The rest of the ambulance had turned off somewhere. [They had in

fact gone on into Le Cateau with some of the infantry.] No destination had been told me or

Major Langstaff. Found the village of Reumont about a mile ahead. Decided to stop for the

night. Found the 4th Cavalry Field Ambulance there had lost their CO. Found myself alone with

3 General Service wagons, cook’s cart, farrier’s cart, a medical store cart, a water cart and a

mattress cart with all the officer’s kits. Orders from Major Langstaff to be ready to move with my

wagons at 5am.
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Black Sheep, “A Doctor's lot.. Henry Owens was born in 1889 and was an assistant house

surgeon in London before the war . When warbroke out he offered his services to the War

Office and became a Lieutenant in the R.A.M.C , he joined the3rd Cavalry Field Ambulance in

Ireland and was soon on his way to France with the Cavalry Division whichwas part of the

B.E.F .Being behind the firing line he saw nothing of the Battle of Mons but was soon forced ,

together with therest of the B.E.F to fall back towards Paris . After the Marne and Aisne battles

he moved North to Ypres andspent the winter in Flanders . In 1915 he was posted as M.O to

the 4th Dragoon Guards and later joined the57th Field Ambulance (19th Division) with which

he served at the Somme , Passchendaele and the battles of1918 in various capacities such as

M.O to various battalions and the R.E s and at Dressing Stations . He alsospent a short time

as a doctor at the base . He was demobbed in early 1919 with the rank of Captain andreturned

home to resume his medical career . He married but tragically died in 1921 , probably the

gassinghe received during the war contributed to his untimely death .I found his diary

interesting , although he mentions nothing of the people he treated or the horrific sightshe must

have witnessed in the dressing and clearing stations . A keen hunting enthusiast , he did

manageto acquire some hounds and go hunting behind the lines , even though this was

banned early on in the war.I think what the book does give you is a sense of the daily perils

faced by a M.O , their job was often closeto the firing line, death by shell fire or bomb was

never far away and many were killed during the war .”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Great book. Great read, touching, recommended for anyone with an

interest in The Great War”

rene, “Well Written Book. This book is well recommended for anyone researching the 1st world

war - my grandfather fought on the Somme along with his brother”

The book by Paula Ford-Martin has a rating of  5 out of 3.8. 9 people have provided feedback.
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